Citrix set to launch Desktop as a Service Solution for Microsoft
Cloud-hosted offering will provide simple, fast way to deliver Windows apps
and desktops from Azure and enable work anywhere, anytime from any device

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. – August 20, 2019 – Like just about everything else in the digital world, desktops
have gone virtual. And thanks to a new service from Citrix Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ:CTXS), companies
will soon be able to deliver them faster and easier than ever, empowering employees to work when,
where and how they want and be their most productive. The company today announced the launch of
Citrix® Managed Desktops, a cloud-hosted offering that enables organizations – regardless of their size
or IT expertise - to provision Windows-based applications and desktops from the cloud to any device,
anywhere in a simple, unified manner.
“Work today isn’t confined to physical offices or traditional devices. It happens around the clock and
globe on everything from PCs and laptops to phones, tablets and even watches,” said Carisa Stringer,
Senior Director, Product Marketing, Desktop and Applications Group, Citrix. “With Citrix Managed
Desktops, organizations can quickly and easily provide employees with access to their individual
desktops and all the applications and corporate resources they need to do their jobs and perform at
their best.”
A turnkey service delivered in close collaboration with a robust ecosystem of Citrix partners, Citrix
Managed Desktops provides everything needed to securely deliver Windows desktops and applications
with simplicity and speed. Using the solution, administrators can simplify day-to-day operations and:
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• Quickly provision desktops to both internal and external users such as contract or seasonal workers to
ensure resources are accessed in a secure manner.
• Rapidly scale virtual desktops to meet changing demands such as an influx of new users from a merger
or acquisition.
• Easily integrate Azure-hosted virtual desktops with on-premises Active Directory and other corporate
resources.
• Efficiently deploy and manage workloads in multiple regions to ensure apps and desktops are closest
to end users and optimize performance and user experience.
“As a small organization with 30 employees, it is critical to be able to do more with less,” said Michael
Donaldson, CEO Nocontract.com “Citrix Managed Desktops provides an easy, efficient and cost-effective
way for us to provision and manage the Windows app our employees need to do their best work and
move our business forward. Citrix Managed Desktops provides all the benefits of a traditional Citrix
application delivery solution combined with the simplified deployment and lower cost associated with
utilization of the Microsoft Azure cloud services and can be used to support and extend the value of
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops and Workspace solutions across the enterprise.
And leveraging a built-in multi-tenant management user interface, Citrix partners can build customized
services directly on top of Citrix Managed Desktops, creating additional value across vertical markets.
“Citrix Managed Desktops is a simple, scalable and manageable solution that just works by leveraging
the robustness of Microsoft Azure, and we are excited to use it to build desktops-as-a-service offerings
with ease at a cost-per-desktop that is affordable for our clients,” said Pete Downing, Chief Marketing
and Technology Offer for Citrix Partner of the Year XenTegra.
Citrix Managed Desktops will be generally available August 26 and can be purchased on a monthly or
term basis, giving companies the flexibility to align with ever-changing business needs and keep costs
under control.
Citrix Managed Desktops is the latest offering in the broad range of powerful, flexible virtual app and
desktop solutions that Citrix provides. Click here to learn more about the solutions and the value they
can deliver for your organization.
About Citrix Citrix (NASDAQ:CTXS) is powering a better way to work with unified workspace, networking,
and analytics solutions that help organizations unlock innovation, engage customers, and boost
productivity, without sacrificing security. With Citrix, users get a seamless work experience and IT has a
unified platform to secure, manage, and monitor diverse technologies in complex cloud environments.
Citrix solutions are in use by more than 400,000 organizations including 99 percent of the Fortune 100
and 98 percent of the Fortune 500.
For Citrix Investors: This release contains forward-looking statements which are made pursuant to the
safe harbor provisions of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and of Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. The forward-looking statements in this release do not constitute guarantees
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of future performance. Those statements involve a number of factors that could cause actual results
to differ materially, including risks associated with the impact of the global economy and uncertainty
in the IT spending environment, revenue growth and recognition of revenue, products and services,
their development and distribution, product demand and pipeline, economic and competitive factors,
the Company's key strategic relationships, acquisition and related integration risks as well as other
risks detailed in the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Citrix assumes
no obligation to update any forward-looking information contained in this press release or with
respect to the announcements described herein. The development, release and timing of any features
or functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion and is subject to change
without notice or consultation. The information provided is for informational purposes only and is not a
commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality and should not be
relied upon in making purchasing decisions or incorporated into any contract.
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